Notes on our leather:
Our leather comes exclusively from Europe. We only use stable cowhide in thickness 2.0 - 2.7 mm.
This gives our bags the necessary steadiness and robustness.
The old antique leather is subject to a combi-tanning, where the antique leather is also treated with
some oil to achieve the vintage effect. In the case of an antique leather, the embossed leather parts
are handled differently - so each bag is unique.
One thing all our bags have in common:
Since leather is a natural product, small natural skin defects, such as insect bites or thorns and small
shades of colour, are not a quality deficiency, but underline the LEATHER'S EFFECT.
But this makes every bag very special and gives it an individual character and does not constitute a
reason for complaint.
Care instructions for leather bags:
Leather is a living material, which is becoming more and more beautiful by the daily use and good
care with the years and receives its individual note. In order to maintain the high quality of each
quality product for a long time, it should always be maintained very well.
If you are looking for more detailed information on how you should look after a leather case, you will
most likely be overwhelmed by the large variety of care products. Unfortunately, this often results in a
search for the right care product and the bag is not treated at all. However:
A leather care is better than no leather care.
Old-fashioned and up-to-date: Care with leather grease and leather oil:
1. Leather grease from vegetable fats for new and well looked after leather bags
Leather grease gives your bag new shine and covers scratches in the leather. In addition, the grease
on the leather pores forms a water-repellent protective layer, whereby the bag is easily impregnated
and the resistance is increased.
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2. Leather oil from vegetable fats for old, dried leather bags
Leather oil is more liquid than grease and therefore gets into the pores, which are usually damaged
by dryness. It makes the leather more supple.
We do not recommend a specific care product. When purchasing the leather grease or oil, make sure
that it is made of vegetable fats, is colour neutral and can be applied well by the consistency
How to apply it:
IMPORTANT: Always test all leather care instructions beforehand in an inconspicuous place!
If your bag is dirty, clean it with a damp sponge. In case of heavy contamination, you can also use
saddle soap or leather cleaner (follow the instructions of your product). Wipe away runs immediately
and leave the bag dry at room temperature.
Rub the leather with a clean, soft cloth.
Apply your skin care product evenly, using a sponge, in circular movements. When using leather oil,
there should be no running lugs. Wipe away these quickly to obtain a colour uniform surface.
Possibly the process of greasing or oiling must be repeated several times depending on how
dried the pores are.
If the care product is immediately absorbed into the leather, it takes one to two more passes.
The frequency with which the product is used depends on the frequency of use and use. In principle,
the leather surface is dry and bright, the leather needs again care.
Contact with water:
We recommend that you avoid the direct contact of the leather bags with water. We do NOT assume
any warranty for possible damages.
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